CUSTOM PHONE CASE TUTORIAL
MATERIALS NEEDED

BLANK PHONE CASE
MASKING TAPE
PENCIL
ACRYLIC PAINT MARKERS
GLOSSY OR MATTE FINISHING SPRAY
ACRYLIC GESSO
SMALL PAINTBRUSH
STEP 1: USE MASKING TAPE TO MASK OFF EDGES OF CASE
THE TAPE WILL STOP PAINT FROM GETTING ONTO THE SIDES
STEP 2: APPLY A FEW LIGHT COATS OF GESSO TO THE PACK
THE GESSO WILL HELP THE PENCIL AND PAINT MARKERS
STICK TO THE CASE
STEP 3: ONCE THE GESSO HAS DRIED, LIGHT PENCIL YOUR DESIGN ONTO THE CASE
STEP 4: USING THE ACRYLIC PAINT MARKERS FILL IN YOUR DESIGN
STEP 5: AFTER THE COLORS ARE DRY USE A BLACK ACRYLIC MARKER TO OUTLINE YOUR DESIGN
Step 5: After the markers have dried, spray a few light coats of your finishing spray onto the case. Once that has dried your case is ready to go.
STEP 6: ENJOY!